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environments that utilizes NaCl as its main source of
KCl. In this work the adaptation of the cells to high

salinity was investigated. The responses of the cells
to increasing NaCl concentrations were measured

using the range of salinities accessible in the growth
medium. The adaptation of the cells to salinity was
shown to be accomplished by the ability of cells to

concentrate Cl- in the cytoplasm, as measured using
a Cl- -selective microelectrode. The intracellular [Cl-
] regulation was characterized in detail and shown

to be common in the cells adapted to NaCl. An
increase of the apparent maximum uptake velocity
of Cl- from 0.77 to 2.7 mumol g(dry cell) (-1) min(-1)

and an increase of the apparent affinity for Cl- of
about three orders of magnitude were found.

Furthermore, vacuolar H+-ATPase was shown to be
an important component in the adaptation

mechanism of H. salinarum cells to high salinity.
These results suggest that the cells adapt to high

salinity by accumulating Cl- in the vacuoles and by
inactivating the H+-ATPase, which should enable

the cell to maintain intracellular Cl- at a
concentration close to the bulk extracellular

concentration.# YAML support for the Go language
Introduction ------------ The yaml package enables Go
programs to comfortably encode and decode YAML

values. It was developed within [GoCypher]( to
provide a easier way to migrate the [Cypher](https
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